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With the summer wedding season in full swing, you may find yourself browsing dresses as you 

get ready to attend your next wedding. As a guest, attending a wedding is a blast—and wearing 

a brand-new dress only adds to the excitement! Connected Apparel is right there with you, with 

a wide selection of dresses perfect for your upcoming summer weddings.  

 

 
 

From their collection of cocktail apparel to their petite, regular, and plus size sheath dress 

options, you can embrace the summer wedding season in style—your style! Find tasteful 

florals, elegant sequin pieces, sleek metallics, lacy ensembles, and so much more. Wedding 

season, here we come!  

 

Dresses Made for Outdoor Summer Weddings 

 

Outdoor weddings can be stunning affairs. From weddings on the beach to weddings with a 

forested backdrop, outdoor ceremonies can open up a literal world of possibilities. During the 

summer, as we all know, outdoor weddings are typically sunny and hot. With Connected 
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Apparel, you can find gorgeous dresses made with light, breathable materials to help you stay 

cool and comfortable from the ceremony to the dance floor.  

 

What could be better than lightweight, breathable dresses? What about washability? That’s 

right—you can launder Connected Apparel dresses right at home and without second-guessing 

yourself. With both machine and hand wash dresses, you can keep your dresses fresh all 

summer long!  

 

Dresses That Take You From Day to Night Effortlessly  

 

Summer weddings and receptions are typically hours-long affairs. The wedding ceremony may 

start in the mid to late afternoon, and the reception may continue well into the evening—and 

beyond! Connected Apparel offers dresses that can effortlessly take you from a daytime 

ceremony into a nighttime reception.  

 

For example, the Lisa Faux Wrap Dress in florals like bright fuschia or dusty rose is a look that 

transcends day and night. The same can be said of the Stevie Blue Tropical Sheath Dress. These 

dresses, along with many of Connected Apparel’s cocktail apparel pieces, can be quickly and 

easily styled as the day turns to night—or as the ceremony shifts to celebration!  

 

Find Wedding Guest Dresses to Match Your Budget  

 

As exciting as dress shopping can be, you have a budget to stick to. With so many events 

coming up this season, weddings included, you want to avoid overspending or limiting your 

options. Connected Apparel can help. You can find the perfect faux wrap dress plus size 

regular, or petite to match your budget.   

 

From faux wrap dresses to cocktail numbers, find wedding guest dresses, accessories, and more 

under $30, $40, $50, or $60. You can also find many popular styles on sale, just in time for 

wedding season! Get the look you want without breaking the bank.  

 

Embrace summer wedding season with a new dress from https://connectedapparel.com/ 

 

Original Source: https://bit.ly/3VyKMFg 
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